
 
 



RATFUCKING
WIKIPEDIA states that “Ratfucking” is an American slang term for political sabotage or
dirty tricks, particularly pertaining to elections. It was brought to public attention by Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein in the book which chronicled their investigative reporting of
the Watergate affair, All the President's Men (1974).

Woodward and Bernstein's account in All the President's Men reports that many
Republican staffers (H. R. Haldeman (pre-1948),[citation needed] Donald Segretti (early
1960s), White House aide Tim Elbourne, Ronald Louis Ziegler, and Dwight Chapin) had
attended the University of Southern California and participated in the highly
competitive student elections there. At USC, future Watergate scandal participants
Dwight L. Chapin, Tim Elbourne, Donald Segretti, Gordon C. Strachan, Herbert Porter,
and Ron Ziegler were members of Trojans for Representative Government. UPI
reporter Karlyn Barker sent Woodward and Bernstein a memo, "Notes On the USC
Crowd", that outlined the connection. Fraternities, sororities, and underground
fraternal coordinating organizations—such as Theta Nu Epsilon and their splintered
rival "Trojans for Representative Government"—engaged in creative tricks and
underhanded tactics to win student elections.[1][2] Officially, control over minor
funding and decision-making on campus life was at stake, but the positions also gave
bragging rights and prestige. The tactics were either promoted by or garnered the
interest of major political figures on the USC board of trustees, such as Dean Rusk and
John A. McCone.[3][4] The young operators called these practices ratfucking.

The term received media attention in Australia after it was reported that Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd used the term in a speech at the 2009 Copenhagen Climate
Change Summit.[5][6]

During the 2016 Republican Party presidential primaries, candidate Ted Cruz said
"Trump may be a rat, but I have no desire to copulate with him", a euphemized
reference to the term.[7][8]

In August 2017, journalist Marcy Wheeler received the disapproval of the Federal
Communications Commission when she used the term in a radio broadcast. Wheeler
maintained that the word has become a term of art in political science and is thus not
an obscenity; FCC officials disagreed.[9]
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A more benign use of the term "ratfucking" was commonplace in Southern California
(and possibly other) college slang from the late 1950s to at least the early 1960s,
meaning a prank. Around that time, Tony Auth was the cartoonist for the Daily Bruin.
One of his cartoons showed a large, inebriated rat suggesting to another rat, "Let's go
PF-ing tonight!", a play on ratfucking or "RF-ing". The lead story in the January 6, 1961,
California Tech, Caltech's student newspaper, was headlined, "Tech Scores First
Televised RF". The article chronicled the Great Rose Bowl Hoax, which had just taken
place. A political context was irrelevant to such usage. At the end of the article, an
Editor's Note both explained and bowdlerized: "RF (for Royal Flush) is a contemporary
college colloquialism for a clever prank."[10]

The term ratfucking (rat in this case is shorthand for ration) is a slang term used by U.S.
military personnel to mean the targeted pillaging of MREs (Meals, Ready-To-Eat),
which the U.S. military calls "field stripping". It refers to the process of opening a case
of MREs, which are packed 12 in a box, opening up individual MRE packages, removing
the desired items (generally M&M's and other sweets), and leaving the unenticing
remainder.[11]

On May 23, 2019, Svetlana Lokhova filed a claim in the United States District Court for
the Eastern District of Virginia against Stefan Halper, claiming that "Stefan Halper is a
ratfucker and a spy" with a footnote that "Ratfucking" is a well-known political term.
[12]

After the results of the 2020 presidential election were called for Joe Biden and Donald
Trump refused to concede, John Oliver, host of Last Week Tonight with John Oliver, said
on one of his shows following the set up of the Trump voter fraud hotline that "a
political term for election shenanigans is rat[s fucking]. So if you, say, happen to have
any access to images of Pennsylvania-based rats fucking, it's frankly your patriotic
duty to send them to the Trump campaign straight away." While saying this, Oliver
displayed an image of rats engaged in sexual intercourse and the online link to the
voter fraud hotline's website.[13]
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For example: Plaintiff has reported to the San Francisco, New York and Washington, DC FBI for decades. One government official, though, told

Plaintiff that: “...the FBI can’t invite you in to conduct an official interview because then they will have to fill out an FBI form 302. If they do that then

any member of Congress can request a copy of it. If Congress sees that they have been caught doing these crimes then the jig is up. The best way to run

a cover-up is to keep 302 FBI forms from getting written…”

Journalist Chuck Ross (Who has millions of readers) reported the following:

Director Christopher Wray’s Use Of FBI Jet Amounts To ‘Embezzlement,’ Current, Ex-Agents Allege

FBI Whistleblower Says Bureau Using Excessive Tactics To Ensure ‘Process Is The Punishment’

Two FBI officials who briefed Facebook ahead of its decision to censor news stories about Hunter Biden’s laptop donated to Democrats in 2020,

according to court filings and campaign finance records.

Laura Dehmlow, the unit chief for the FBI’s Foreign Influence Task Force, and Elvis Chan, the head

of the FBI’s San Francisco cyber division, were “involved” in the communications between the FBI

and Facebook that led to the social media giant’s “suppression of the Hunter Biden laptop story,”

according to a court filing on Thursday. The FBI’s interactions with Facebook have been of interest

since Mark Zuckerberg said in August that Facebook blocked access to an October 2020 New York

Post article about Biden’s laptop because the FBI had earlier warned the company to be on “high alert” for Russian efforts to release derogatory

information about the Bidens before the election.

 
 

According to campaign finance records, Dehmlow gave $60 to the Democratic National Committee in 2020. Chan contributed $50 each to Democratic

Georgia Sens. Jon Ossoff and Raphael Warnock for their runoff campaigns in November 2020. According to the court filing, Facebook parent company

Meta identified Dehmlow and Chan in response to a subpoena for records of interactions with the Biden administration. The filing, released by the

Missouri attorney general’s office on Monday, does not detail Dehmlow and Chan’s interactions with Facebook or any other social media companies.

The attorney general’s office is suing the Biden administration for allegedly colluding with social media companies to “censor free speech.”

The contributions are likely to revive longstanding concerns about political bias in the FBI’s probe of

Hunter Biden, who is under federal investigation over his taxes and foreign business dealings.

Republican lawmakers have accused the FBI of shutting down aspects of the investigation into Biden

and of inaccurately referring to reports about the Biden family’s business dealings as Russian

disinformation.
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Sens. Chuck Grassley (R., Iowa) and Ron Johnson (R., Wis.) have for months pressed the FBI for information about who met with social media

companies to warn them about the Post’s laptop story, which cited Hunter Biden’s emails with his Ukrainian business partners. After Zuckerberg’s

comments, the Republicans asked the FBI and Justice Department to detail interactions with social media companies and accused the agencies of

“falsely” portraying negative reports about the Biden family as Russian disinformation.

Twitter joined Facebook in censoring the Post’s story about Hunter Biden based on information from intelligence officials. Yoel Roth, the head of

Twitter’s site integrity unit, has said he blocked access to the story because the officials, who have not been identified, said there were “rumors” that

Russia would release derogatory material about Hunter Biden.

Facebook and Twitter executives have acknowledged they were wrong to censor the Biden story.

There is no evidence that Russia hacked Hunter Biden or released his emails. A computer repair shop

owner in Delaware says Biden dropped off his laptop for repairs in April 2019 but never retrieved it.

The shop owner, John Paul Mac Isaac, provided a copy of Biden’s hard drive to the FBI in late 2019,

and released another copy to the media in 2020.

 
 

According to Grassley and Johnson, FBI whistleblowers claim that an FBI official in the Washington Field Office who oversaw aspects of the Hunter

Biden investigation shut down inquiries into derogatory allegations about him in October 2020. The official, Timothy Thibault, criticized Republicans

in multiple social media posts.
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Biden’s Family Got ‘Interest-Free,’ ‘Forgivable’ Loan From China

Report: Hunter Biden Secured $40 Million In Deal With Russians

FBI director Christopher Wray established the Foreign Influence Task Force in 2017 “to identify and counteract malign foreign influence operations

targeting the United States.” According to the FBI, the task force has focused primarily on foreign influence operations in which foreign actors “use

false personas and fabricated stories on social media platforms to discredit U.S. individuals and institutions.”

Tucker Carlson Discusses Leaked Documents Reflecting Direct DHS Portals To Social Media Companies

Glenn Greenwald: The Consortium

Behind Democrats’ Censorship Regime

Chan, who works in the FBI’s San

Francisco field office, has spoken

publicly about his interactions with

social media companies in the run-up to

the 2020 election. He said he “was very

involved in helping to protect the U.S.

elections in 2020” and that the FBI

“worked in conjunction with the private

sector.” He said he met with technology

and social media companies “on a weekly basis” before the election to share intelligence regarding any “unusual” activity on their networks.

 
 

“That’s where the FBI and the U.S. government can actually help companies,” he said.

The FBI has been dogged by allegations of political bias since the investigation into former president Donald Trump’s possible ties to Russia. Peter

Strzok, who led the investigation, was fired after the discovery of anti-Trump text messages he exchanged with FBI attorney Lisa Page. Another FBI

attorney who worked on the investigation, Kevin Clinesmith, sent text messages after the 2016 election urging “Viva le resistance,” a reference to anti-

Trump groups that emerged after the election.

The FBI and Facebook did not respond to requests for comment.
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FBI Informant That Exposed Fake Heiress Shot In Canada

https://www.grassley.senate.gov/download/grassley-to-justice-dept-fbi_-political-bias

2022-07-18 CEG to DOJ FBI (Political Bias) – Senator Chuck Grassley

Jul 18, 2022 … and Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) guidelines by Assistant … I remain very concerned that political bias by a select group.

 
 

Durham’s High-Stakes Trial Of Infamous Anti-Trump Dossier Sources Gets Underway Tuesday

Is A Joe Biden-Appointed Prosecutor Letting James Biden Skate In Federal Criminal Probe?

Clinton Campaign Manager Who Spread Trump-Alfa Bank Story Involved In DHS Election Censorship

Firebombed Wisconsin Pro-Life Center Has Not Heard From FBI Since May

https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/press/rep/releases/grassley-raises-concern-about-apparent-political-bias-by-senior-fbi-public-integrity-official

Grassley Raises Concern about Apparent Political Bias by Senior …

May 31, 2022 … Grassley Raises Concern about Apparent Political Bias by Senior FBI Public Integrity Official. Requests Inspector General

Investigation.
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FBI Agent Who Pushed To Censor Hunter Biden Story Is Shaping Biden Admin’s Response To ‘Misinformation’
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An FBI agent who coordinated with Facebook to suppress the Hunter Biden laptop story is advising the Biden administration in its push to suppress

information on social media, according to leaked documents published by The Intercept.

Laura Dehmlow was involved in conversations between the FBI and Facebook ahead of the social media company’s decision to censor the story

surrounding the contents of Hunter Biden’s laptop before the 2020 election, the Washington Free Beacon reported. She was later involved in the Biden

administration’s efforts to suppress and censor content on social media platforms for misinformation-related purposes, according to The Intercept.

“We need a media infrastructure that is held accountable,” she said during a March meeting attended by Twitter executives and executives from JP

Morgan Chase, according to documents obtained by The Intercept. She also said subversive content on social media could weaken public support for

the U.S. government. (RELATED: Government Officials Have A Special Portal To Flag Facebook Posts For Censorship)

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has made plans to pressure private social media companies to censor information on “the origins of the

COVID-19 pandemic and the efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines, racial justice, U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan, and the nature of U.S. support to

Ukraine,” according to leaked documents obtained by The Intercept. Facebook and Instagram also have a formal process for government officials to

ask them to suppress certain information.

The DHS was created to combat terrorism, and it justified its involvement in online censorship with the claim that threats can be “exacerbated by

misinformation and disinformation spread online,” according to The Intercept.

Disinformation and misinformation aren’t always precisely defined by the federal government; this creates an opening for the Department of Homeland

Security and other government agencies to make politically motivated determinations about what constitutes dangerous speech and what they can

censor.

FBI agent Laura Dehmlow was in communications w Facebook that led to the suppression of the Hunter Biden laptop story in 2020 over the

false allegation that it was “disinfo.” This year, she met w/ Twitter/DHS to stress “we need a media infrastructure that is held accountable.”

pic.twitter.com/17LqhEyMN0

— Lee Fang (@lhfang) October 31, 2022
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The FBI pressured social media platforms to censor reports about the laptop Hunter Biden and called the story “Russian misinformation” prior to the

2020 presidential election.

Twitter locked the New York Post’s account for several days after the outlet broke a story Oct. 15, 2020 about emails on Hunter Biden’s laptop

regarding a meeting between then-Vice President Joe Biden and a Ukrainian gas executive; the platform also blocked users from sharing links to the

article.

The FBI, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter did not respond to the Daily Caller News Foundation’s requests for comment.
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Scandal-Ridden San Francisco FBI Field Office Involved in Pelosi Investigation

Given the highly partisan nature of the FBI, and the San Francisco field office in particular, there is no reason to believe FBI brass will do anything

more than run cover for the Pelosis.



By Julie Kelly

No one should accept at face value the strange account of what happened to

Paul Pelosi, husband of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), at their

California home last week.

Plenty of factors—a wholly dishonest news media, unsubstantiated claims the attacker was a foiled assassin who planned to kill the speaker of the

House, and Mr. Pelosi’s recent legal troubles, to name a few—feed justified skepticism surrounding the alleged break-in and hammer attack that

occurred in the wee hours of October 28. Details continue to change while leading Democrats including Hillary Clinton blame the incident, without

evidence, on Republicans and Donald Trump.

 
 

This situation is yet another example of how the public’s complete lack of faith in major institutions is fueling doubt and suspicion. Unfortunately, that

level of distrust extends to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, a once-revered agency that has blown its reputation in service to the Democratic Party.

And news that the San Francisco FBI field office is taking a lead role in the Pelosi investigation offers little comfort that the American people will ever

find out the truth of the matter.

The San Francisco field office, like the bureau’s Washington, D.C. headquarters and many other offices across the country, is mired in scandal. It’s

particularly true as it relates to the FBI’s cozy ties to Big Tech—and the San Francisco FBI office is ground zero for that quid pro quo relationship.

Rather than investigate the nearly 300 Big Tech companies within its Silicon Valley jurisdiction for various offenses such as election interference, the

San Francisco FBI office appears instead to be in cahoots with these powerful corporate interests to do the Democratic Party’s dirty work.

Few people benefit more than Nancy Pelosi, who of course happens to live in San Francisco. Democratic candidates and lawmakers are flush with

campaign donations from Big Tech; in 2020 alone, Facebook and Twitter—the latter located in Pelosi’s congressional district and the former located

just outside its boundaries—donated at least $5.5 million to Democrats and only a paltry $435,000 to Republicans, a 12-1 ratio in favor of Pelosi’s

party. Conversely, threats made by leading Democrats to break up Big Tech or hold congressional hearings into alleged malfeasance have been slow-

walked since Pelosi reclaimed the speaker’s gavel.

Fortunately, a lawsuit recently filed by Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt laid bare how this lucrative back-scratching operation works. Elvis

Chan, a top cyber FBI agent working in the San Francisco office, was in routine communication with Big Tech giants prior to the 2020 election to warn

companies of “foreign disinformation” spread on their platforms—and the discussions just happened to coincide with the release of explosive materials

found on Hunter Biden’s laptop. Chan is named as a co-defendant in Schmitt’s sweeping civil suit seeking to hold accountable government officials

working behind-the-scenes with Big Tech to censor information considered hostile to the regime.
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“Defendant Elvis M. Chan is Supervisory Special Agent of Squad in the San Francisco Division of the FBI.” Schmitt wrote in a recent filing. “On

information and belief, he has authority over cybersecurity issues for FBI in that geographical region, which includes the headquarters of major social-

media platforms, and he plays a critical role for FBI—in coordinating with social-media platforms relating to censorship and suppression of speech on

their platforms. Meta [Facebook’s parent company] has identified Elvis Chan as involved in the communications between the FBI and Meta that led to

Facebook’s suppression of the Hunter Biden laptop story.”

Chan, for his part, publicly brags about his influence in Silicon Valley, boasting how he “was very involved in helping to protect the U.S. elections in

2020” by communicating “on a weekly basis” with Big Tech titans “That’s where the FBI and the U.S. government can actually help companies,” Chan

said during a June 2022 podcast interview.

In other words, Chan is the power couple’s hand holder. (The Department of Justice is fighting a court order for Chan’s deposition on the grounds his

involvement in the Hunter Biden laptop suppression effort was misrepresented.) And there is no indication the partnership will end anytime soon. Social

media platforms continue to collaborate with the FBI to excavate incriminating evidence from the deleted accounts of January 6 defendants; Facebook

is collecting private messages between users expressing “anti-government” or “anti-authority” sentiment—read: conservatives—and turning over

those texts to the FBI without a subpoena.

The Intercept reported Monday that the FBI and Department of Homeland Security plan to accelerate its joint effort to censor “misinformation” spread

online. Targeted topics include posts critical of COVID vaccines, the botched withdrawal from Afghanistan, and support for Ukraine. FBI

counterrorism agents are being “reassigned” from critical surveillance of potential threats overseas to spy on American citizens.

“They work on an undercover basis online to penetrate social networking chat rooms, online forums, and blogs to detect, enter, dismantle, and disrupt

existing and emerging terrorist organizations via online forums, chat rooms, bulletin boards, blogs, websites, and social networking,” one anonymous

FBI agents told The Intercept.

There are other problems at the San Francisco FBI office. In early October, a California jury convicted a former FBI special agent for accepting at

least $150,000 in cash and gifts on behalf of a corrupt Armenian businessman with ties to organized crime. Babak Broumand was the head of national

security investigations at the San Francisco FBI field office at the time of his arrest in 2018. According to the indictment, “Broumand accepted cash,

checks, private jet flights, a Ducati motorcycle, hotel stays, escorts, meals, and other items of value from an organized crime-linked lawyer.”

He was found guilty of four counts including bribery of a public official; Broumand will be sentenced in January and faces up to 45 years in prison.

Which could explain why FBI Director Christopher Wray quietly replaced the head of the San Francisco field office in September. Robert Tripp was just

moved from the bureau’s inspection division (the FBI’s version of internal affairs) in Washington to take over the San Francisco operation.

Late Monday afternoon, Tripp and Justice Department officials announced federal charges against the alleged attacker, David DePape, including the

attempted kidnapping of Speaker Pelosi—a confusing charge, considering Pelosi wasn’t home and DePape clearly had no physical or mental capacity

to do so. It appears more than anything to be political narrative-building by Biden’s Justice Department to bolster the idea that Trump and Republicans
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inspired another “kidnapping” attempt. The complaint, signed by a special agent assigned to domestic terror investigations in the San Francisco FBI

office, also offers a conflicting account as to what happened when officers arrived and an incomplete timeline of events.

Given the highly partisan nature of the FBI, and the San Francisco field office in particular, there is no reason to believe FBI brass will do anything

more than run cover for the Pelosis and conceal any damaging or contradictory facts about the confrontation. Prayers for Paul Pelosi are in order as

he remains hospitalized for his injuries—a full investigation free from political interference also is in order. It’s unlikely, however, the FBI will proceed

accordingly.

https://ucr.fbi.gov/hate-crime/2019/topic-pages/incidents-and-offenses
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The FBI’s Million-Dollar Men

Three high-profile trials are shining much-needed light on how the bureau uses highly paid informants as political hit men.



By Julie Kelly

Proceedings underway in three U.S. courtrooms are providing a coordinated view into the abuse of the FBI’s confidential human source (CHS)

program, a cash-flush operation now primarily used to bolster Democratic Party narratives instead of detecting and preventing crime.

As I’ve reported, the FBI spends an average of $42 million per year to pay informants and does so with absolutely no financial or legal accountability.

Confidential human sources are paid in cash; they can offer their services for a variety of reasons including financial need or to obtain a change in

immigration status. FBI agents are required to keep at least one informant on the books, an FBI whistleblower told me; successfully using a CHS to

bust up a crime is one way to get promoted.

But ongoing trials related to the Trump-Russia collusion hoax, January 6, and the Whitmer fednapping case are once again shining a light on the way

the bureau hires snitches to advance political goals.

After numerous investigations over the course of more than six years—not to mention an obsessive fixation by the national media—the scandal known

as Russiagate produced another bombshell revelation during the perjury trial of Igor Danchenko, the key source for the Steele dossier. The FBI offered

to pay Christopher Steele, its author, up to $1 million in cash if he could verify the dossier’s declarations about Donald Trump’s alleged ties to Russia.

He could not.

Described for years as a “former British intelligence officer,” Steele, in fact, was a private consultant with several paymasters in 2016. Hillary

Clinton’s campaign and the Democratic National Committee retained Steele to write his dossier that alleged shadowy connections between the Kremlin

and Trump associates. At the same time, Steele was lobbying the U.S. government on behalf of Oleg Deripaska, a Russian oligarch who ran afoul of the

Obama Administration.

When the cash offer was made in October 2016, Steele also was working as an informant for the FBI. (It’s unknown how much he was paid.) He moved

seamlessly between the bureau, other government agencies including the State Department, and the national news media almost until Election Day.

Steele met with journalists and editors in the fall of 2016 to spin the dossier’s content as legitimate—and some outlets took the bait.

The bureau severed the arrangement in late October 2016 after learning Steele had met with reporters, but the damage was done. Steele’s fabricated

dirt seeded the Trump-Russia election collusion hoax.

Turns out, Steele wasn’t the only paid FBI informant tied to the dossier. Testimony revealed the FBI hired Danchenko as an informant in March 2017

and paid him at least $200,000 until the FBI cut him loose in October 2020—the same month Attorney General William Barr named U.S. Attorney John

Durham as special counsel. (Stefan Halper, another FBI informant, also aided the FBI’s effort to smear Trump via Russiagate.)

It’s unclear exactly what Danchenko did as an informant. Was he used as a behind-the-scenes leaker to give oxygen to the Russiagate hoax in the

media? Did the bureau hire him as an informant to protect him, and the FBI, from the prying eyes of investigators?
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Either way, it’s clear the FBI didn’t hire these informants because the government had cause to suspect Trump was in cahoots with Russia to rig the

2016 election. To the contrary, the informants manufactured the falsehood, giving FBI partisans and the news media fabricated evidence to sabotage

Trump with the FBI’s imprimatur.

Seditious Conspiracy—Or Entrapment?

The bureau’s crusade against Trump continued, climaxing with the events of January 6, 2021. Down the interstate from Dancheko’s trial in Virginia is

the seditious conspiracy trial of five members of the Oath Keepers. Prosecutors working under U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia Matthew

Graves, a Biden campaign advisor, are trying to convince a D.C. jury that the Oath Keepers tried to overthrow the government that day.

The case rests largely on inflammatory posts in group chats and social media; none is accused of committing violence that day, in fact, those who

legally brought firearms from various states kept their weapons behind in a Virginia hotel on January 6. Evidence suggests they tried to help police

calm the crowd inside—two never even entered the building.

 
 

 
 

That isn’t stopping Graves’ office from insisting the Oath Keepers, a group of former military and law enforcement officers, plotted a traitorous coup.

But at the last minute, the government admitted five informants had been embedded in the group, likely before the Capitol protest.

Prosecutors, however, do not want jurors to hear much about those informants, particularly their work in past “investigations”—code for past

“entrapment schemes.” (The New York Times reported last year that FBI informants had infiltrated the Proud Boys, another alleged “militia” charged

in the Capitol breach, months before January 6. The group’s leader himself is a former confidential human source for the FBI.)

Other unknowns in the Oath Keepers’ case raise serious questions about the FBI’s deeper involvement. A man who created an encrypted group chat

and can be heard urging at least one Oath Keeper to commit violence remains unidentified and uncharged—following a pattern of other unindicted

instigators such as Ray Epps. Dozens of alleged Oath Keepers who participated in similar conduct also are not charged. And defense counsel

discovered that at least 20 FBI and ATF agents were near the group on January 6.

Doing what, exactly? If federal agents were in the city that day, why didn’t they protect the Capitol and lawmakers inside?

None of it adds up.

A History of Entrapment
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About 800 miles away, three Michigan men are on trial for a very similar conspiracy case. In 2020, state prosecutors charged Joe Morrison, Pete

Musico, and Paul Bellar for “providing material support for a terrorist act” related to the plot to kidnap and kill Michigan Governor Gretchen

Whitmer. But two separate federal trials exposed how the scheme was engineered by multiple FBI agents and informants. (Two men were acquitted by a

federal jury in April amid an FBI entrapment defense. That jury hung on two other defendants but they were convicted at a second trial in August.)

At least a dozen informants worked the fednapping hoax; the total cost to taxpayers has not yet been disclosed. The lead FBI informant, Dan Chappel,

took the stand last week in the state trial to explain his role. As I’ve reported, the FBI compensated Chappel at least $60,000 in cash and personal items

to stitch the random targets together. An FBI agent handed Chappel an envelope with $23,500 in cash in December 2020, two months after the arrests

were made in the case.

But Chappel’s testimony—and defense filings—show how he lured the men into the FBI’s trap. Chappel created encrypted chat groups to foster talk of

violence while giving the FBI direct access to the secret communications. He organized meetings where he recorded every word, even when the targets

were drunk or stoned. On two occasions, Chappel drove his main target to Whitmer’s vacation cottage, the scene of the potential crime, on a

“surveillance” trip that in reality was a stunt to produce photographs later used as evidence against the man.

Chappel, however, broke FBI protocol in several instances including suggesting criminal acts and becoming a commander in the fake militia the FBI

invented exclusively for the fednapping caper. Defense attorneys grilled Chappel last week about the veracity of the government’s explanation as to how

Chappel became an informant; turns out, his previous claim that he went to the FBI after being alarmed at seeing violent, anti-law enforcement chatter

on a website wasn’t true.

Chappel also couldn’t explain why he didn’t receive a Purple Heart if he indeed suffered injuries during the Iraq War, a representation made by both

Chappel and the government. “This witness can’t get away with misrepresenting his conduct, his service, his valor—which I would argue is stolen valor

in this matter—to these 15 people,” one defense attorney said in court.

The nexus of all three trials is, of course, Donald Trump. In Russiagate, the goal was to portray Trump as a tool of the Kremlin, a president

illegitimately elected with the help of Russia. In the other two cases, innocent men entrapped then prosecuted by the government are pawns to prove

that “domestic violent extremists” loyal to Donald Trump are prone to violence on his behalf.

Over the weekend, Representative James Comer (R-Ky.) said if Republicans take control of the House, he would support establishing a committee to

investigate the FBI. “We have a huge problem with the FBI and the fact is, the American people have lost faith in the FBI,” Comer told Fox News’

Maria Bartiromo. “It’s going in the wrong direction.”

It sure is. Republican voters want a full-scale investigation into the investigators; House GOP leaders would be wise to include the investigators’ long

list of highly-paid political hit men known as FBI informants.
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Welcome to the Worst FBI Field Offices

– Millions of Dollars Wasted as Agents Get tailed By Other FBI Agents & ‘Trouble Makers’ Get Labeled Terrorists, but San Francisco field office

may be more corrupt

– San Francisco FBI office protects Hillary Clinton, Nancy Pelosi, Dianne Feinstein, Elon Musk, Jerry Brown, John Doerr, Kamala Harris, Mark

Zuckerberg, Eric Schmidt and Larry Page. They have received over 300 crime reports on them but have not written a single felony-recommending

“302 Form” on them to the DC office. Compromised Much?

 

 by Investigative Bureau

Print

FBI Agents awaiting promotions in the New Haven, Connecticut field office realized they might have to wait for a long time.

Especially after Special Agent in Charge Patricia Ferrick passed over decorated agents and instead promoted her husband who worked in the same

office, a fact that agents say has helped the office earn its reputed reputation in FBI lore.
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A reputation as the worst FBI field office in America.

Welcome to New Haven, a quaint town that boasts Yale University and its tony suburbs along with an FBI office ruled by “fear and intimidation,” as

one internal FBI report deemed it. A place where agents tail other agents and where FBI brass designate outliers as potential terrorists so they can win

employment grievances.

The chronic shenanigans at the FBI’s New Haven field office are literally costing taxpayers millions of dollars.

“I had a buddy who was assigned to New Haven when we were working in New York City and I said ‘No, don’t go. Don’t do it. It’s a career disaster,’ ”

said one veteran FBI agent.

Turns out, for many FBI agents, he was right. And it is even worse. Current and former agents told True Pundit working in New Haven caused severe

depression and even thoughts of suicide.

Yes, suicide. The FBI’s little known and ugly secret, often referred to as “eating my gun” when FBI agents describe their thoughts of escaping bad

working conditions gone haywire. Even when many FBI agents end their own lives, it is seldom reported as a suicide.

The stress of taking on the FBI’s culture can attribute to such severe depression. When agents buck the system and press for their rights in employment

disputes they are met with a fierce backlash that many say is not waged to dispute the agent’s grievance but instead ruin that agent’s life. Ruin their

career, sink them in legal bills, debt, foreclosure, break up a marriage, depression, even suicide.

You want to take on the Bureau even if you’ve been treated capriciously, prepare for the fight of your life. It’s the same techniques the FBI and Justice

Department employ against criminal defendants who won’t work a plea deal or seek a jury trial.

If things are that bad, why doesn’t someone in the Justice Department or Washington, D.C. do something about it. Ferrick who runs the office is a close

associate of recently defrocked and fired FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe. Under McCabe’s supervision, agents seldom filed complaints because

they feared they would be ignored. Often, they were. Others who did file complaints were put through a vicious gauntlet designed by FBI brass.

 

SAC Patricia Ferrick

McCabe’s influence and management philosophy still has tentacles throughout numerous key FBI field offices, sources said. That includes New Haven,

although it is on a much smaller scale compared to Las Vegas, Los Angeles or even Little Rock where McCabe’s influence is still seen in the Bureau’s

leadership of each office.

Ferrick and her inner circle are accused of, among other infractions, running an office plagued with pay-for-play, favoritism, hundreds of thousands

spent in legal fees to fight lawsuits and internal complaints, alleged illegal surveillance on their own agents.



And retaliation. Lots of retaliation.

Even nepotism.

“New Haven has been a real shit show for a long time,” one DEA agent said. “Everyone in the northeast knows it, not just FBI. The U.S. Attorney’s

office up here is no better because they cover for them.”

Two agents in New Haven have uncovered just how rife the office is with corruption and downright pettiness that is costing taxpayers untold millions of

dollars.

Special Agent Kurt Siuzdak filed a federal lawsuit against the Justice Department and then-Attorney General Eric Holder in 2014 for serious

workplace problems in New Haven. Now, four years later, that case is still active but a federal judge has directed the FBI and Justice Department to

settle the case, sources said.

“The judge said if this gets in front of a jury and goes public, it will become a major black eye for the FBI,” one FBI insider said. “The judge has

coaxed the Justice Department to pull the plug and save itself the embarrassment. Settle it. Pay the agent and walk away.”

It turns out the New Haven FBI might have messed with the wrong agent. Siuzdak is a 21-year FBI veteran and also a trial lawyer who worked in New

York as a legal attache to Iraq for the Bureau before joining New Haven in 2009.

That’s when the trouble began for the former Army veteran who was also one of the FBI agents who responded to and worked the World Trade Center

bombings on September 11, 2001.

Siuzdak maintains he was passed over for promotions because New Haven’s FBI leadership awarded promotions based on social affiliations:

popularity, not achievement. Just like a high school prom committee. When Siuzdak complained that New Haven’s leadership was feckless,

dysfunctional and arbitrary, he was professionally minimized, harassed, retaliated against and even subjected to a baseless internal investigation.

That included being followed by colleagues like a common criminal, sources said.

It is hard to understand why Siuzdak was targeted so viciously. It was not a surprise — even after the agent blew the whistle — that New Haven wasn’t

the FBI’s shining field office on a hill.

According to internal FBI employment surveys in 2012 and 2013, agents hammered the office with brutally-low ratings for leadership, employee

treatment and overall office morale. A January 2013 an inspection by FBI headquarters of New Haven’s violent crime task forces found that “senior

management was described as leading by fear and intimidation, negatively impacting both internal personnel and the liaison relationships with the

FBI’s external partners.”



As FBI Director, James Comey visited the New Haven office in 2014 and vowed to clean it up. He also apologized to agents in a speech for the Bureau’s

past transgressions of workplace slights in New Haven. Four years later, agents said the office is worse than ever.

Just ask New Haven FBI Special Agent Omar Montoya.

He sued the FBI, Justice Department, Jeff Sessions and Christopher Wray in September.

Montoya’s case is entwined with Special Agent Kurt Siuzdak’s case in a somewhat strange way. Before any FBI agent can file a case in federal court,

they are required to file the grievances within the FBI’s office of Equal Employment Opportunity Affairs (“EEO”). Montoya, who worked as a GS-11

electronics technician for the FBI, was also the internal FBI EEO counselor who was assigned to another agent’s case in 2015.

Sources said Montoya recognized the unnamed agent’s case was so well documented that he told supervisors and FBI brass in New Haven that they

should settle the case, it was doubtful the FBI would win the case, specially if it reached federal court, sources said.

Outraged that Montoya would not string out a decision for a referral on the case — delay the case to frustrate the agent —  FBI brass harassed and

retaliated against Montoya.

From Montoya’s federal lawsuit:

On or about April 24, 2015, plaintiff assisted an FBI Special Agent (“SA1”) 

initiate an EEO complaint against his FBI supervisors, including SAC Ferrick and ASAC Kline. 

SA1’s EEO complaint alleged, inter alia, claims of discrimination and retaliation against his FBI 

supervisors, including but not necessarily limited to SAC Ferrick and ASAC Kline.

On or about April 24, 2015, as part of his duties as an EEO counselor, plaintiff 

interviewed both SAC Ferrick and ASAC Kline in connection with SA1’s EEO complaint and in 

an effort to mediate a resolution to the EEO complaint. When he interviewed SAC Ferrick and 

ASAC Kline, however, both FBI supervisors resisted plaintiff’s efforts to explore a mediated 

solution and demonstrated contempt for the EEO process. In fact, when plaintiff met with 

ASAC Kline to discuss SA1’s EEO complaint, he became angry with plaintiff and attempted to 

intimidate him.

Soon after plaintiff interviewed SAC Ferrick and ASAC Kline in his capacity as 

an EEO counselor in connection with SA1’s EEO complaint and provided SA1 with his Notice 

of Right to File an EEO complaint, his FBI supervisors began to harass him and treat him 

differently and less favorably than other FBI employees.



On or about July 1, 2015 – and shortly after he had interviewed SAC Ferrick and 

ASAC Kline in connection with SA1’s EEO complaint – plaintiff sent an e-mail to the FBI 

executive management at the FBI’s NHD, including SAC Ferrick and ASAC Kline, reporting 

what he believed to have been an abuse of authority by an FBI supervisor.

Montoya maintains New Haven FBI brass canceled a promotion by “falsely mischaracterized and misrepresented plaintiff’s work performance as

deficient in an effort to ensure that he would be denied a promotion to the GS-12 level.”

No such promotion was given. Montoya began to suffer medical problems from the stress at the New Haven FBI.

So far, FBI agents in New Haven have sued Eric Holder, the FBI, Jeff Sessions, Christopher Wray and that list could grow larger. Other cases working

their way through the FBI’s internal complaint process could blossom into federal civil cases, sources said.

Each case — whether it reaches federal court or not — requires lawyers from the Justice Department. And that gets expensive. If the FBI loses a case,

the Justice Department has to not only underwrite its legal fees to fight the case, but also pay the plaintiff’s legal fees. Then, taxpayers are on the hook

for cash settlements which normally top out at $300,000 though many can exceed that amount based on back pay and lost promotions and benefits,

sources said.

Then there are the man hours when supervisors assigned FBI agents to surveillance of other FBI agents who make formal complaints.

“Cars sat parked outside our house for weeks at a time, following us, keeping tabs on everywhere we went,” one FBI source said. “These agents

weren’t working cases, they were intimidating their colleagues and getting paid handsomely to do it.

“These are mutts. Who would listen to a supervisor and sit on an agent’s house? The lowest of the low. It hurts morale. Kills it.”

And it is expensive. Very expensive.

That said, the shenanigans at the FBI’s New Haven field office are literally costing taxpayers millions of dollars.

And while Montoya’s  lawsuit fails to detail another toll unseen on a balance sheet, FBI sources said FBI brass in New Haven targeted Montoya with a

dirty trick that likely contributed to his stress-induced medical woes and health decline.

Montoya emigrated to the United States from Ecuador in 1993 and became a legal resident of the United States. By 1994, he was a legal citizen as was

enrolled in the Army from 1994 through 2002, deployed to Saudi Arabia and South Korea. From 2003 to 2006 he was employed as a civilian contractor

the U.S. Armed Forces, deployed to Iraq and central America as an aircraft mechanic. Then he enrolled in college and got his bachelor’s degree.

The American dream, really.



At the time, FBI sources said Peter Strzok was running a program in Washington D.C. called the Post-Adjudication Risk Management plan, or PARM,

an FBI program initiated to catch problematic and criminal associations of FBI agents with foreign contacts. FBI insiders said Strzok used PARM to

label Montonya an “insider threat” because of his international travel and service for the U.S. military and being that he was born in Ecuador.

“It’s the equivalent of being linked to terrorism inside the FBI,” one insider said. “Your career is frozen when you are designated an insider threat.

McCabe and Stzok used this to silence many agents and Kerrick was behind this in New Haven. She dialed up McCabe to try and ruin Montoya, there is

not doubt.”

Just to win a grievance over a promotion.

Sources said Montoya suffered multiple health issues after this and missed time at work, including a stint where he had to file for disability pay in order

to keep up with his family’s bills and obligations because FBI brass didn’t want to pay him any more.

This is what the FBI does with agents who take on the system. They break good people. Some never come back. They “eat” their guns.

An no one in D.C. headquarters even blinks.

If the FBI does this to its own, just imagine what they are capable of doing to you.

 
 



Lawyers Cite Race In Defense Of Black FBI Agent Who Leaked Classified Info (dailycaller.com)
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American Journalist Matt Schrier Who Was Held Hostage and Tortured by Al Qaeda Says FBI Under Mueller & Comey Betrayed Him

(VIDEO) (thegatewaypundit.com)
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FBI — Incidents and Offenses

Offenses by bias motivation within incidents (Based on Table 1.) · 57.6 percent stemmed from a race/ethnicity/ancestry bias. · 19.9 percent were

motivated by …

https://ucr.fbi.gov/hate-crime/2010/links/table-13-hate-crime-incidents-per-bias-motivation-and-quarter-by-state-and-agency-2010-1

FBI — Table 13

Table 13. Hate Crime Incidents. per Bias Motivation and Quarter. by State and Agency, 2010. Data Declaration · Download Excel.

Foreign Railway Company Decided Not To Build In California Because It’s More ‘Politically Dysfunctional’ Than Morocco
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Breaking FBI bias News, Analysis, Photos and Videos | The Hill

Get the latest FBI bias news brought to you by the team at The Hill. … New FBI document confirms the Trump campaign was investigated without

justification.

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/restoring-america/patriotism-unity/the-political-bias-problem-the-fbi-must-fix

The political bias problem the FBI must fix – Washington Examiner

Chuck Grassley (R-IA), sent a letter to Attorney General Merrick Garland and FBI Director Christopher Wray. Grassley claimed that FBI …
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FBI agent accused of political bias, suppressing Hunter Biden laptop …

 The FBI agent who was accused of bias in the bureau’s handling of its investigation into Hunter Biden’s laptop has resigned, Fox News has …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvxlGKJDLqs

FBI director admits alleged bias in Hunter Biden probe – YouTube

Lawmakers grilled FBI Director Christopher Wray relating to an alleged ‘cover-up’ of information related to Hunter Biden’s business dealings …

“Massive Errors” By FBI Undercounted Number Of Armed Citizens Thwarting Active Shootings

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLJ93gAbrbs

Does political bias affect investigations conducted by the FBI?

Iowa senator Chuck Grassley discusses his letter alleging that the FBI downplayed investigations into Hunter Biden’s business dealings on …

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/30/allegations-political-bias-widespread-misconduct-p/

Allegations of political bias, widespread misconduct prompt FBI …

Rank-and-file FBI agents say they cannot see how FBI Director Christopher A. Wray stays in his position after The Washington Times’ … 

 

Even today the White House was caught in another POINT BLANK LIE: The White House was forced into an embarrassing Twitter climbdown on

Wednesday, deleting a tweet that claimed President Joe Biden was responsible for seniors getting the biggest increase in Social Security checks in a

decade.

As fact checkers were quick to point out, the increase is based on the rate of inflation and required by law.

At first, Twitter added a note to the original Monday afternoon tweet.

By Tuesday lunchtime the message had been deleted.

The trouble began with a tweet from the official White House account.

On Monday, the White House boasted about increases in Social Security payments. A day later the tweet had been deleted after Twitter added a fact

check

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvxlGKJDLqs
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/massive-errors-fbi-undercounted-number-armed-citizens-thwarting-active-shootings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLJ93gAbrbs
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/30/allegations-political-bias-widespread-misconduct-p/


On Monday, the White House boasted about increases in Social Security payments. A day later the tweet had been deleted after Twitter added a fact

check

The White House claimed President Joe Biden was responsible for a record increase in Social Security checks. In fact, it was an automatic adjustment

triggered by record inflation

'Seniors are getting the biggest increase in their Social Security checks in 10 years through President Biden’s leadership,' it said.

Part of that is true. Next year Social Security benefits will rise by 8.7 percent next year, which is the largest cost-of-living adjustment since 1981.

Policy experts on Twitter were quick to suggest the Biden administration was claiming credit for something that happened automatically - and which

reflected historic levels of inflation.

Twitter then added its fact check note.

'Seniors will receive a large Social Security benefit increase due to the annual cost of living adjustment, which is based on the inflation rate,' it said.

'President Nixon in 1972 signed into law automatic benefit adjustment tied to the Consumer Price Index.'

It included a link to the relevant legislation.

Biden's opponents delighted in the confusion.

The mistake comes at an embarrassing time for the White House, as Twitter's new owner Elo Musk has worried Democrats with promises to reduce

restrictions on users

The mistake comes at an embarrassing time for the White House, as Twitter's new owner Elo Musk has worried Democrats with promises to reduce

restrictions on users

'Next year’s Social Security increase will be one of the largest in decades b/c of Biden's disastrous policies, which have caused prices to rise, fueled

record inflation, & cut it into critical retirement savings,' posted Republican Rep. Claudia Tenney of New York.

The official said a fuller picture was outlined by White House Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre when she previewed the forthcoming rise, suggesting

it would be about $140 a month on average.

'For the first time in over a decade, seniors’ Medicare premiums will decrease even as their Social Security checks increase,' she said.

 
 



'This means that seniors will have a chance to get ahead of inflation, due to the rare combination of rising benefits and falling premiums.

'We will put more money in their pockets and provide them with a little extra breathing room.'

Biden's career has been filled with gaffes and his time in the White House has been no different.

In a Tuesday speech, he managed to mistakenly refer to Congresswoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz as a senator; once again claim that his son Beau

died in Iraq, rather than years after serving there; and referred to the war in Ukraine as the war in Iraq, before quickly correcting himself.

Yet long-time White House correspondents have noted an unusually high levels of typos and incorrect information in official correspondence, such as

press releases.

The Social Security flub is especially embarrassing as Biden has hit Republicans hard on the issue, accusing them of threatening to abolish the entire

system.

The White House out-right lied to every person in America.

WHAT is Plaintiff to think of such reports!?

One of Paintiff’s heros is Elliot Ness. How is Plaintiff expected to rationalize and
experience this tsunami of MILLIONS of news and Congressional reports about one of
the very agencies who are supposed to be protecting Plaintiff. These reports, and the
direct communications from journalists and Congressional staff, cause Plaintiff to fear
for his position.

What evidence does This Court have that bias and dirty tricks by Federal contractors
and employees has not, and is not, continuing to harm Plaintiff?


